
● Logistic regression model trained on two baselines (number of 
tokens and sentences) and three feature sets:
○ All linguistic features explored in this study
○ Significant features from association analysis
○ Relevant features from recursive feature elimination
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Introduction

This natural language data provides an opportunity to understand 
developers’ conversations and gain insights into the linguistic 
characteristics that make these comments actionable
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} /* validate */

+ void heartbeat(message, size)
+ {
+   return read_buffer(size);

Seriously? Not checking |size| is crazy. Fix it now.

NO! You must check the |size| before doing anything!

Please raise an error if |size| > len(|message|)
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+ } /* heartbeat */

void check(Credential *credential)

Reviewer Developer

Example Comments with Annotations

Polite
Assertive
Uncertain

If you want to pursue this anyway, I'd probably be willing 
to at least look at the resulting patch.

If this code is only reachable by mixed content (although I 
don't think that's the case), that's also fine, but then I'd 
like to see the methods renamed to reflect that, since 
otherwise it gives the impression that this magically 
handles all cases.

You don't actually manage the deopt table's 
VirtualMemory, so you shouldn't act like you do.

We thought about this and still prefer to expose the 
operation as a poll (now called IsQueueEmpty), because 
that's what the client actually wants to do instead of 
reloading anything.

Are you proposing that derived files, like components 
without an external file, would not have a mapping?

Impolite
Informal
Negative

Polite
Informal
Positive

Assertive

Impolite
Formal

Uncertain

Polite
Informal
Negative

Do the linguistic characteristics of developer feedback provide 
insight into whether or not the feedback will be acted upon?

Contributions
(1) The introduction of a new NLP task: identifying actionable 

feedback in collaborative work conversations
(2) A large structured dataset of automatically linguistically 

annotated software developer conversations for feature 
exploration

(3) A smaller manually labeled subset of that dataset for 
hypothesis testing

(4) A demonstration of the feasibility of using NLP for this task in 
the form of a high-accuracy classifier of actionable feedback

Acted-Upon Feedback in Chromium

2,855,018
Comments

1,591,531
Reviewer 
Comments

690,811
Acted-Upon

899,750
Unknown

800
Not 
Acted-Upon

18 static bool g oopif enabled;

Susan 2017/08/30 02:00:35

Can we initialize this to false, and only enable it where needed?

William 2017/08/31 21:00:25

On 2017/08/30 02:00:35, Susan wrote:
> Can we initialize this to false, and only enable it where 
needed?
Done.
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79 while k < len(sub_dom_string):

Michelle 2017/09/27 17:15:13

Worth adding a unit test to validate the chunking logic?

80   sub_dom_string_part = sub_dom_string_part[k: k + step_size]

Susan 2017/08/30 02:00:35

Can we initialize this to false, and only enable it where needed?
Reply Done Ack

Phase I Automated Using ‘Done.’ Metric

Phase II Manual

Linguistic Characteristics
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Classification Experiment

Feature Set Precision Recall F1 AUC

# Tokens 0.793 0.996 0.883 0.610

# Sentences 0.792 0.999 0.884 0.584

All 0.829 0.926 0.872 0.849

Significant 0.805 0.953 0.871 0.805

Relevant 0.802 0.963 0.874 0.819

Conclusions
● Natural language can be measured automatically to predict the 

outcome of software development feedback processes
● Acted-upon comments had lower sentiment, were more 

formal and polite, and less uncertain
● The way feedback is phrased and delivered, beyond just the 

content of the feedback itself is critically important

Syntactic Complexity
● Yngve1

● Frazier2

Information Content3
● Content Density
● Propositional Density

Style & Tone
● Sentiment
● Formality4

● Politeness5

● Uncertainty6

Dataset
The Chromium dataset and our annotations are available here:
  https://meyersbs.github.io/chromium-conversations/ 

Can we automatically predict what will happen based on how 
feedback is delivered?

Modern code reviews are remote and asynchronous, requiring 
developers to convey nuanced meaning using lexical cues

https://meyersbs.github.io/chromium-conversations/

